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With his first bestselling book, ""Concrete Countertops,"" designer Fu-Tung Cheng brought

homeowners and contractors an affordable, attractive alternative to expensive granite, marble, and

man-made countertops. Now, he takes his concrete revolution one step further with this remarkable

DVD/Book set. In seven simple steps, Cheng takes the reader through the process of designing,

forming, pouring, finishing, and installing a concrete countertop that will look great and survive the

test of time. Explaining the process like a chef guiding you through a recipe, Cheng shows that even

an amateur with the simplest tools can produce fantastic results the very first time.
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Fu-Tung Cheng is known internationally for his sophisticated and innovative concrete designs for

the home market. He heads the Berkeley-based Cheng Design, a firm that also produces prized

kitchen ventilation units and GeocreteTM, a boutique line of sculptural concrete countertops. Cheng

was the author of Concrete Countertops, the book that launched the concrete countertop revolution.

I have two of Cheng's books and they have some overlap, but also new information. This book is

very good and gives a good explanation and photos to describe the steps. I think it could use a few

more, but if you re-read and pay attention, it eliminates most/all the earlier confusion. He also



included a very well-done DVD that shows short clips of the various steps and these also helped to

visualize some of the text descriptions. The book and DVD are Taunton Press and I've always

found them to be very high quality.It does show a substantial portion of his own work, which can

seem a overly-commercial turn-off in some cases, but it also is instructive and gives ideas of what

can be done. I've noticed that other similar genre authors do the same thing and it is good

supplemental information if they don't saturate you with it. Overall I think this is a very good

instuctional reference that would give me enough confidence to start on my own project.

I found this book to be a very straight forward approach for a novice intending to building concrete

countertops. Each chapter is neatly arranged, and includes a list of must have items (both tools and

consumables). There is just enough detail to make the book useful, without being overwhelming. It

is a little light on detailed design discussions, but that is really part of the reason it is not

overwhelming. For a more in-depth read on designing great countertops, try the author's other book

"Concrete Countertops: Design, Form, and Finishes for the New Kitchen and Bath" In short, I would

highly recommended this book to any novice/hobbiest setting out to build a concrete countertop. I

would not recommend this book if your intent is strictly to design a great countertop, or if you are an

experienced concrete countertop builder looking for advanced techniques.

Loved this book. easy to follow  DVD is great. I made about 20 different counters with inlays

for an aquarium store after reading the book.

This is a great book. It is very easy to understand and has Illustrations as it guides you through a

sink making project. I would recommend this book for use on a simple project.

Excellent, I love this book, great instructional material in this book. I have already started my own

vanity top for a bathroom remodel project and I am planning to build a dining room table all based

on the knowledge gained from the information contained in Mr. Chengs well written and illustrated

book. Highly recommended if you would like to take this up as a craft, hobby, or are thinking about

remodeling and want to do some of the creative things yourself.

This book is not an "idea" book. It does not show lots of different concrete countertops and the

possibilities of using concrete. However, it does take you step by step through the process of a

project. If you were going to attempt to do something like this yourself, I think this would be very



helpful. It could also be helpful to get a fuller understanding of how your countertop is going to be

made, if someone else is doing it. If might give you ideas for what to discuss with the person making

your countertop, like the mixes and finishes they use, and how long they will let it cure, as this (I

learned in the book) all makes a difference as to whether it may crack down the road. So if you by

the book understanding what's in it, it could be a good book.

Learned enough to know I don't want to attempt my first concrete countertop with our current

counter as it is too complex. Looking forward to trying techniques first on a simpler project. Book

seems very good.

Though he protects his trademark pre-bagged material sales, he gives a generic mix to start with.

From there a bit of r and d and you're away.Very clear and informative, though presented in more of

a DIY way than the way of a contractor or tradesman.A great starter book to fuel anyone from

"thinking about it" to actually doing it.
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